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Abstract. Mining association rules is an important task for knowledge discov-
ery.  We can analyze past transaction data to discover customer behaviors such
that the quality of business decision can be improved.  The strategy of mining
association rules focuses on discovering large itemsets which are groups of
items which appear together in a sufficient number of transactions. In this pa-
per, we propose a graph-based approach to generate generalized multiple-level
association rules from a large database of customer transactions, which de-
scribes the associations among items in any concept level.  This approach is to
scan the database once to construct an association graph, and then traverse the
graph to generate large itemsets.

1   Introduction

An association rule [1], [3] describes the associations among items in which when
some items are purchased in a transaction, the others are purchased, too.   In order to
find association rules, we need to discover all large itemsets from a large database of
customer transactions.  A large itemset is a set of items which appears often enough
within the same transactions.

The following definitions are adopted from [1]. A transaction t supports an item x
if x is in t.  A transaction t supports an itemset X if t supports every item in X.  The
support for an itemset is defined as the ratio of the total number of transactions which
support this itemset to the total number of transactions in the database. To make the
discussion easier, occasionally, we also let the total number of transactions which
support the itemset denote the support for the itemset.  Hence, a large itemset is an
itemset whose support is no less than a certain user-specified minimum support.  An
itemset of length k is called a k-itemset and a large itemset of length k a large k-
itemset.

After discovering all large itemsets, the association rules can be generated as fol-
lows:  If the large itemset Y=I1I2...Ik, k � 2, all rules that reference items from the set
{I1, I2, ..., Ik } can be generated.  The antecedent of each of these rules is a subset X of
Y, and the consequent Y-X.  The confidence of X Ã Y-X in database D is the prob-
ability that when itemset X occurs in a transaction in D, itemset Y-X also occurs in the
same transaction.  That is, the ratio of the support for itemset Y to the support for
itemset X.  A generated rule is an association rule if its confidence achieves a certain
user-specified minimum confidence.
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A multiple-level association rule [2] is an association rule, in which all items are
described by a set of relevant attributes.  Each attribute represents a certain concept,
and these relevant attributes form a set of multiple-level concepts.  For example, in
Table 1, food items can be described by the relevant attributes "category", "content"
and "brand," and attribute "category" represents the first-level concept (i.e., the high-
est level concept), attribute "content" the second-level concept and attribute "brand"
the third-level concept.  There is a set of domain values for an attribute.  Each item in
the database contains a domain value for each relevant attribute.  For example, if the
"category", "content" and "brand" of an item have the domain values "bread," "wheat"
and "Wonder", respectively, then this item is described as "Wonder wheat bread" in
the database.

Table 1. Item description

Category Content Brand
bread wheat Wonder
milk chocolate Dairyland
........ ........ ........
milk 2% Firemost

From the items in the database, we can derive other items at different concept lev-
els.  The domain values of the attribute at the first (i.e., the highest) concept level are
the items at the first concept level.  An item at the kth concept level can be formed by
combining a domain value of the attribute at the kth concept level with an item at the
(k-1)th concept level.  Hence, item "bread" is at the first concept level, item "wheat
bread" at the second concept level, and item " Wonder wheat bread " at the third con-
cept level.  A multiple-level association rule [2] is an association rule which describes
the associations among items at the same concept level.  For each concept level, both
minimum support and minimum confidence are specified.

One may relax the restriction of mining associations among items at the same con-
cept level to allow the associations among items at any concept level.  A generalized
multiple-level association pattern is a large itemset in which each item may be at any
concept level, and the support for the large itemset need to achieve the minimum sup-
port specified at the lowest concept level among the concept levels of all items in the
large itemset.  Besides, the support for each item in a generalized multiple-level asso-
ciation pattern needs to achieve the minimum support specified at its concept level.
For an item I to be in a generalized multiple-level association pattern, the items at the
corresponding higher concept levels of the item I need to be large at their corre-
sponding concept levels.  This is to avoid the generation of many meaningless combi-
nations formed by the items at the corresponding lower concept level of the non-large
items.  For example, if "bread" is not a large item, item "wheat bread" which is at the
corresponding lower concept level of item "bread" need not be further examined.

A generalized multiple-level association rule is an association rule which describes
the associations among items at any concept level, whose confidence achieves the
minimum confidence specified at the lowest concept level among the concept levels of
all items in the corresponding generalized multiple-level association pattern.  This
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paper focuses on the association pattern generation, because after generating the asso-
ciation patterns, the association rules can be generated from the corresponding asso-
ciation patterns.

2   Mining Generalized Multiple-level Association Patterns

In this section, we present the data mining algorithm GMLAPG (Generalized Multi-
ple-Level Association Pattern Generation) to generate generalized multiple-level asso-
ciation patterns, which includes four phases: Large item generation phase, Numbering
phase, Association graph construction phase and Association pattern generation phase.

2.1  Large Item Generation

Because each item in the database contains domain values of the relevant attributes,
for an attribute, each domain value is arbitrarily given a unique number.  Besides, each
item in a transaction is denoted according to its domain values.

In the large item generation phase, GMLAPG scans the database to find all large
items at every concept level and build the bit vector for each large item.  The length of
each bit vector is the number of transactions in the database.  If an item appears in the
ith transaction, the ith bit of the bit vector associated with this item is set to 1.  Other-
wise, the ith bit of the bit vector is set to 0.  The bit vector associated with item i is
denoted as BVi.  The number of 1’s in BVi is equal to the number of transactions
which support the item i, that is, the support for the item i.

Example 1. Consider the database TDB in Table 2 in which there are three concept
levels defined, and the items at each concept level are numbered.  For example, in
Table 2, item "211" can be the item "Wonder wheat bread", where the first number
"2" represents the domain value "bread" of the attribute "category" at level-1, the
second number "1" for the domain value "wheat" of the attribute "content " at level-2,
and the third number "1" for the domain value "Wonder" of the attribute "brand" at
level-3.  Assume that the minimum supports ¦1, ¦2 and ¦3 specified at the concept
levels 1, 2 and 3 are 4, 3 and 3 transactions, respectively.

In the large item generation phase, GMLAPG finds all large items for every con-
cept level from Table 2.  For the first level, only the level-1 items in the transactions
are considered.  After the large item generation phase, the found level-1 large items
are "1**" and "2**", because their supports are above the minimum support, and the
associated bit vectors are (1111100) and (1110110), respectively, where the notation
"*" represents any item.  The level-2 large items are 11*, 12*, 21* and 22*, and the
level-3 large items are 111, 211 and 221.
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Table 2. A database TDB of transactions

TID Itemset
100 {111, 121, 211, 221}
200 {111, 211, 222, 323}
300 {112, 122, 221, 411}
400 {111, 121}
500 {111, 122, 211, 221, 413}
600 {211, 323, 524}
700 {323, 411, 524, 713}

2.2   A Numbering Method

Property 1: The support for the itemset {i1, i2, ..., ik} is the number of 1’s in BVi1 ¾
BVi2 ¾ ... ¾ BVik, where the notation "¾" is a logical AND operation.

Lemma 1. The support for an itemset X that contains both an item xi and the item ci at
the corresponding higher concept level of item xi will be the same as the support for
the itemset X-ci.

From Lemma 1, we want to discover all generalized multiple-level association pat-
terns which do not contain both an item x and the item which is at the corresponding
higher concept level of item x.  For this purpose, all large items for each concept level
need to be numbered.  In the numbering phase, GMLAPG first apply the TAXC algo-
rithm to construct taxonomies for all large items.   Each level-1 large item constitutes
the root node of a taxonomy.  For a node which contains a level-k large item Z, each
child node of this node contains a level-k+1 large item whose corresponding level-k
item is the level-k large item Z.

11*
(2)

12*
(3)

1**
(4)

111
(1)

21*
(6)

22*
(8)

2**
(9)

211
(5)

221
(7)

Fig. 1. Two taxonomies for Example 1

For Example 1, two taxonomies with root nodes which contain items 1** and 2**,
respectively, are created by applying the algorithm TAXC.  Node 1** has two child
nodes which contain items 11* and 12*, respectively, because the two items are level-
2 large items and their corresponding level-1 item is 1**.  The two taxonomies for
Example 1 are shown in Fig 1.  For a taxonomy, we call the corresponding higher
level items of an item x the ancestors of the item x, and the corresponding lower level
items of an item y the descendants of the item y.
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After constructing the taxonomies, all large items are numbered by applying the
PON method on the taxonomies.  For each taxonomy, PON numbers each item at the
taxonomy according to the following order: for each item at the taxonomy, after all
descendants of the item are numbered, PON numbers this item immediately, and all
items are numbered increasingly.  After all items at a taxonomy are numbered, PON
numbers items at another taxonomy.  For example, all items in the taxonomies in Fig 1
are numbered, where the number within the parentheses below each item is the num-
ber of the item.

Lemma 2. If the numbering method PON is adopted to number items, and for every
two items i and j (N(i) < N(j)), item J is an ancestor of item i but not an ancestor of
item j, then N(J) < N(j), where N(x) denotes the number of large item x after applying
the PON method.

2.3   Generalized Association Graph Construction

In the association graph construction phase, GMLAPG applies the GAGC (General-
ized Association Graph Construction) algorithm to construct a generalized association
graph to be traversed.  For every two large items i and j (i < j), if item j is not an an-
cestor of item i and the number of 1’s in BVi ¾ BVj achieves the user-specified mini-
mum support, a directed edge from item i to item j is created.  Also, itemset (i, j) is a
large 2-itemset.  In the following, we use the number of an item to represent this item.

1
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Fig. 2. The generalized association graph for Example 1

After applying the GAGC algorithm in the association graph construction phase,
the generalized association graph for Example 1 is constructed in Fig 2, where there
are no edges between an item and its ancestors.

2.4  Generalized Multiple-level Association Pattern Generation

In the association pattern generation phase, the algorithm LGDE (Large itemset Gen-
eration by Direct Extension) is proposed to generate large k-itemsets (k>2).  For each
large k-itemset (k � 2), the last item of the k-itemset is used to extend the large itemset
into k+1-itemsets.
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Lemma 3. For a large itemset (i1, i2, ..., ik), if there is no directed edge from item ik to
an item v, then itemset (i1, i2, ..., ik, v) cannot be a large itemset.

Suppose (i1, i2, ..., ik) is a large k-itemset.  If there is no directed edge from item ik
to an item v, then the itemset need not be extended into k+1-itemset, because (i1, i2, ...,
ik, v) must not be a large itemset according to Lemma 3.  If there is a directed edge
from item ik to an item u, then the itemset (i1, i2, ..., ik) is extended into k+1-itemset (i1,
i2, ..., ik, u).  The itemset (i1, i2, ..., ik, u) is a large k+1-itemset if the number of 1’s in
BVi1 ¾ BVi2 ¾ ... ¾ BVik ¾ BVu achieves the minimum support.  If no large k-itemsets
can be generated, the algorithm LGDE terminates.

For example, there is a directed edge from the last item 3 of the itemset (2, 3) to
item 7 in Fig 2.  Hence, the 2-itemset (2, 3) is extended into 3-itemset (2, 3, 7).  The
number of 1’s in BV2 ¾ BV3 ¾ BV7 is 3.  Hence, the 3-itemset (2, 3, 7) is a large 3-
itemset, since the number of 1’s in its bit vector is no less than the minimum support
threshold.

Theorem 1. If the numbering method PON is adopted to number items and the algo-
rithm GAGC is applied to construct a generalized association graph, then any itemset
generated by traversing the generalized association graph (i.e., performing LGDE
algorithm) will not contain both an item and its ancestor.

3   Conclusion and Future Work

We propose a graph-based approach to discover generalized multiple-level association
patterns.  Because the GMLAPG algorithm needs only one database scan and per-
forms logical AND operations, this algorithm is efficient when it is compared with
other similar problems [1], [2], [3], [4] which need multiple passes over the database.

For our approach, the related information may not fit in the main memory when the
size of the database is very large.  In the future, we shall consider this problem by
reducing the memory space requirement.  Also, we shall apply our approach on differ-
ent applications, such as document retrieval and resource discovery in the world-wide
web environment.
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